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Arguably speaking, the foundations of a structure are more essential than any other part of its framework. Agreed, upper floors must synchronously generate and direct their loads while the structural skeleton supports, well, everything. All the same, none of those load-critical elements can hold fast if the foundations are compromised. Knowing that, let’s outline some indicative signs, ones that signal trouble for a building’s foundations, and, consequently, the entire edifice.

The Foundations are Sinking 

The ground soil hasn’t been compacted. Alternatively, there’s a void somewhere below the structure. Whatever the reason, the foundations are tilting. If the rising structure isn’t to resemble the Leaning Tower of Pisa, a consulting structural engineering service needs to address the settling side of the base structure and level it immediately. Granted, a little settling is natural, but this extreme drop in one side isn’t acceptable. To fix the problem, the soil requires a compaction service. Of course, since the structure is complete and the occupants are making themselves at home, this option isn’t always feasible. Helical rods and steel piers are commonly used to anchor building foundations when they sink.

An Indicative Signs Checklist 

Scan the following list of potential foundation’s compromising signs to see if repair work is warranted.

	Basement cracks
	Lower wall cracks
	Ground level doors won’t close properly
	Uneven gaps in window/door frames
	Cracked or tilted chimneys
	Water seepage


In mortar and brick walls, the mortar will crumble while gaps and cracks propagate between the brick rows. Structurally, the building should no longer be occupied, not until the repairs are made and the consulting engineer carries out an inspection.

The Role of the Consulting Engineer 

Hindsight is always twenty-twenty, as the saying goes. For engineers, though, it’s their job to plan for the worse and design for the best. They carry out soil analysis checks or arrange for a professionally conducted land survey. If there’s water in the area, that soil could expand then contract again as the land warms and cools. Again, the consultant looks for signs of water in the area.

Suppose some other service gave the go-ahead for the structure. Or, conceivably, there was a change in the subterranean conditions, perhaps due to a seismic event. There’s clay under there or the site is built on top of an old quarry. Whatever the reason, a post-construction solution needs to be found. Helical piers and concrete-filled steel tubes are one options, but there are others, which will all be explored once the engineer analyses the foundations and discovers one or more of the above structural issues.

Forensic engineering services are employed when structures experience damage. A bridge is on the verge of collapsing, a tall building has cracks running along a load-bearing wall, or some other puzzling incident has befallen an engineering asset. Essentially, forensic engineers, by virtue of their job description, are structural sleuths, who use science to determine the causative factors that impact structures so profoundly and destructively.

A Forensic Science Primer 

Engineering sciences construct, maintain and repair a vast number of structures. They modify building frames, renovate and update older properties, and address countless other essential tasks. Then, when/if a construct fails, that same science swings into action again, this time as an investigative service. The alloys in the framework are examined, perhaps in a laboratory environment. Welds are assessed, concrete samples collected, and dimensional measurements recorded. The building or civil engineering project is deficient in some manner, and it’s in danger of breaking down, but the data amassed during this scientifically directed investigation will soon determine the liable party.

Reverse Engineering the Project 

And that’s the goal here, to rewind time so that the forensic engineers can gain actionable insight. It’s not enough to have a theory, after all, not when there’s talk of liability and culpability in the air. Sound engineering principles, totally unbiased sciences, are used to establish the facts. Principally, the material data and engineering principles are used to construct models and simulations, which are incredibly detailed, but they’re intended for the eyes of other engineers. However, when that information goes to court, the forensic engineering service needs to be able to translate those complex datasets into a nontechnical format, a narrative that can be followed by any jury or concerned observer.

Professionally Addressed Challenges 

Every incident is different. For every structural failure caused by substandard materials, there could be two cases where a single component didn’t function as intended. Tasked with the tough duty of managing scores of different engineering principles and the material sciences that accompany such technically oriented matters, forensic engineers can’t do their jobs unless they’re backed by at least one technically slanted degree, plus many years of industry service.

True enough, it’s a tough balance. Forensic engineering services use their broadened capabilities to govern numerous technical disciplines. All the while, these same uniquely experienced individuals are also able to harness their specialized skills to view potentially catastrophic incidents from every possible angle. They see the structural defects, collect the data, test that data in labs, and conclude the case study by translating technically dense documentation packs into a straightforward, easy to comprehend narrative that can stand up in court.

A temporary access road is being installed on a worksite. There’s ground to grade, soil to compact, and gravel to lay. At the end of the project, a layer of soft tarmac and a line of generator-powered streetlights concludes the project. Elsewhere, however, a permanent roadway, an access line between a main highway and a large factory complex, is being constructed. Out here, this minor road requires more planning.

Access Road Planning: The Common Factors 

Temporary or there for the long haul, the same ground prepping sequence commences. Every electrical cable and pipe is marked out on the ground. A can of luminescent spray paint gets the job done, as expedited by an engineer. The underground assets manager is holding the topographical maps and ground survey charts while the lines are marked. Meanwhile, wooden pegs are tagging the access road’s path. From here, the temporary and permanent planning procedures diverge.

Dual Engineering Considerations 

That temporary road, perhaps making its way over to a construction site, receives ditches and shaped drainage channels. The road surface is also graded and compacted so that it can support heavy construction vehicles for the duration of the project. Traction issues are next here, with gravel and sand, plus a layer of asphalt helping the heavy plant equipment to navigate the broadened roads. Finally, the curves and twists towards a final destination are planned so that the larger vehicle chassis’ can easily make headway. As for the permanent roadway, a construct we’ve labelled a minor road, the drainage and construction principles are far more structured. Foundations are excavated, concrete drainage channels and catchments are installed, and multiple long-lasting roadway surfaces are laid. They include a concrete basin, a frost protection system, an asphalt or tarmac binder, and a top surface, which is also made of tar.

Stormwater Runoff Design 

Again, these factors impact permanent and temporary access roads. The wide ribbon, wide enough to handle a designated traffic stream, undulates over the land. It runs above river banks and floodplains, all the better to assure a flood-safe pathway. Extended lengths are avoided, so a switchback is added to the design. This feature ensures the stormwater leaves the road at regular intervals, not as one overpowering surge.

Civil engineers and consulting experts have a talent for working with the land. Imagine that talent being put to good use in this project. The drainage systems and catchments are sometimes natural, or they’re sometimes made from concrete and wide-diameter pipes. The road is wide, it blends into the landscape, both visually and as a smartly engineered construct. Finally, all of this effort is completed while causing minimal environmental impact.

Two forces are guilty of altering our landscapes. The first works with subtractive impact, chewing away swathes of soil. This ejecta is then carried away and deposited elsewhere. In effect, the process is “eroding” land and dropping the removed soil as sediment elsewhere. Unfortunately, what was once a natural cycle is now being heavily influenced by man’s unnatural machinations. To counteract those actions, we use erosion and sediment control plans.

Erosion Impacts Natural Topographical Features 

Natural forces erode river banks and their beds. On rivers, it’s the wind and rain, plus strong currents that chew into those features. Of some concern, what was once a natural phenomenon, is now being magnified by incautious infrastructural designs. Flood control systems and upstream structural alterations (dams and city drainage culverts) are accelerating the effect and causing never-before-seen topographical alterations. Counteracting this manmade effect, engineers are using every tool at their disposal to stop the artificially induced landscape alterations.

Erosion and Sediment Control Planning 

Pulling out the latest survey maps, a top engineering service is designing an erosion reduction plan. The team is talking about working with nature first, which is standard protocol. After all, the land doesn’t need more artificial structures added, not if that measure can be avoided. Trees and bushes are planted as erosion prevention remedies. If the ground is steep, it’s graded so that a heavy downpour doesn’t use the slope as a sluicing mechanism. Next, the engineers initiate a more proactive approach. Is there a quarry or mine nearby? If there is, it’s time to talk to the site owner and purchase several loads of rip-rap. This rocky waste is intelligently placed along river banks and eroded coastal lines as a shoreline armouring medium.

Stopping Sediment Dispersal in its Tracks 

Rip-rap aprons and land cultivation strategies are all very good, but what if the sediment load is still saturating the water? Again, a technical service has the tools to prevent this action from causing severe damage. Sediment runoff is filtered naturally by water-based plant life. If this measure isn’t enough, there are sediment basins, gravel drop inlets, and all manner of sediment filtering solutions to explore.

Initiating the finished erosion and sediment control plan, technical services tend to do follow-up surveys. Is the rip-rap stopping soil from being eaten away? What about the trees and other arboreal flora? Employing a series of monitoring instruments, the erosion-prone region is still very much under the jurisdiction of the engineering service, for Mother Nature often needs a helping hand, especially when Man exerts his environment-unbalancing ways.

Thanks to man’s impact, every rainstorm carries trace contaminants. Motes of dirt are common enough, but the evaporated atmospheric fluid (in its pre-downfall state) also contains manmade chemicals. What if those clouds are fat and dark? Then the rain is going to fall as a deluge. Instead of a light shower, this is a storm, and those trace chemicals are gaining strength. Quickly, send for a stormwater analysis service.

What is Stormwater Analysis? 

On the one hand, the test program analyses rainfall content in search of SO2 (Sulphur Dioxide) and residual quantities of nitrogen oxides. Built-up areas discharge copious amounts of these chemicals, which then mix with atmospheric moisture. However, stormwater analysis and testing, although receptive to the threats of acid rain, tend to target other fields of downpour irregularity. Runoff, that’s the primary menace. Imagine the stormwater falling in great sheets, just like a jagged tear has formed in a massive airborne reservoir. The water scours the ground. It scoops up road oil and grease. Because of this phenomenon, the sites that process these runoff factors are required to have their runoff systems tested at least once a year.

Clearing the Analysis Hurdles 

Whether the facility is a car salvage yard or a metal smelting factory, it will impact the land and water table around its property line. Stormwater, at least in this case, is a material carrying medium, one that has the power to rapidly penetrate any property. Small pieces of floating debris are an obvious hazard here, but it’s the soluble and non-soluble materials that really concern an erstwhile environmental study. A salty compound, for example, is entirely visible when it’s dry, but those particles have a habit of dissolving into water. Therefore, with thoughts of a heavy deluge scooping up a properties dry or wet waste, localized stormwater analysis is a necessary action. In fact, stormwater compliance permits can’t be issued until this test program is properly initiated.

Tasked with this job, a support services agency gathers water samples from all system-impacting runoff points. Kits are sourced, samples collected, and qualified laboratories contacted. Then, after the samples are tested, the lab-issued report is studied by engineers and interpreted so that the tested land parcel (and its runoff structures) can be cleared for a compliance permit. In conclusion, there is room for a self-testing operation. There are kits and laboratory addresses to send the samples to when the procedures are at an end. However, runoff assessments are best addressed by professionals, by engineers who know where to collect the samples and know the best-equipped labs for the job.

Key design differences exist between building formwork and falsework. For starters, formwork is an umbrella term, in that formwork projects incorporate falsework assets. Strictly speaking, however, they’re separate entities. One task addresses the services used to contain freshly poured concrete. Falsework, the second approach to structural work, targets form holding undertakings. Both defined as temporary constructs, it’s still sometimes hard to distinguish one technique from the other.

What Is Structural Falsework? 

Check out a partially constructed bridge. It’s a good example to kick off this post, after all. That bridge is almost finished, but it’s not yet ready to support itself. Looking below the structure, there are temporary piers, each made of latticed metal, supporting the bridgework. They’re supporting the load-critical span, holding the concrete segments in place until the building materials are fully cured and stable. In a second example, there’s wooden braces and ties anchoring a newly erected wall. Inside the wall, a network of steel wires supports the fortified embankment. Finally, keeping those wires rigid, there are studs and ties penetrating the surface, and it’s their job to hold the framework rigid. Column collars, wall braces and more, falsework constructs are intended to support loads and keep those loads stable until they become self-supporting.

Shaping Concrete Formwork 

Like the moulds that contain liquid jelly, gargantuan casts are erected on-site as concrete containment faces. They’re built to restrain the side-to-side “pressures” and top-down loading effects that would otherwise occur as the building material slumped and collapsed. Back at that bridge, the supporting pillars below the horizontal span aren’t there just yet, but a set of articulated forms are on-site. Wet concrete is seen streaming into the hollow segments. Days later, they’re dismantled. Standing tall and rigid now are the hardened pillars, free of the structural formwork. And that’s just a basic example, one that we’re using to represent an enormous industrial sector. Formwork moulds are expertly laid as bridge arches, structure faces, atrium columns, and much more besides.

In summary, formwork is used to hold poured building materials. They stay until the concrete dries, and then they’re dismantled. They’re also load-supporting, for they’re holding back masses of wet concrete. Formwork is different. There are metal and wooden variants, which subdivide further into articulating metal systems or wooden braces and ties. Installation expertise aligns each element, each mould and bracing beam. That applies to both construction techniques, for those elements need to be perfectly aligned and built to meet exacting dimensional tolerances. Checked, adjusted, checked again for proper erection and alignment, the formwork and falsework structures only receive their wet concrete loads when they’re correctly installed.

Due to their brief lifespans, temporary structures require a unique set of structural rules. Regular buildings are solidly planted in the ground. In contrast, temporary structures in construction are expected to endure heavy loads, but they’re also built to come apart as the project nears completion. The engineering issues are complex, the problems many, but the shortlived site frames must function, however briefly, as well as any permanent structure.

What is a Temporary Structure? 

In plain terms, it’s an engineered edifice that either supports a structure as it is being erected, or it’s a mechanism that enables access to an otherwise hard to reach part of the site. Scaffolding towers are temporary. They allow at-height workers to work far above the ground. Likewise, ramps are built to help heavy trucks access elevated areas. What about load supporting temporary structures? Tunnel buttresses and project shoring fall into this classification. They keep partially erected frames in place until they’re able to support themselves. It’s the job of a structural designer to ensure short-lived project resources are load-capable and safe.

Assessing the Loading Challenges 

Heavy trucks and cranes are rumbling up and down a temporary ramp. Structural calculations and engineering models make sure the temporary structure handles a predictable load. It’s the same with the temporary tunnel buttresses, with their steel I-beams holding back mountains of packed earth. Engineers also plan for transient loading factors. On the ramp, the threat of a seismic event enters the design plan. For the tunnel, ground subsidence is the threat. Taking such transient incidents into account, the structural design incorporates loading overhead.

Planning for Every Eventuality 

Over at a high-rise building, a scaffolding tower is being hit by high winds. The structure, even though it’s meant to be a short-lived frame, needs to endure when those winds kick up. A temporary bridge, one that parallels a new road bridge, should handle the waters passing below, plus it should be capable of standing firm when the stream rises and flows fast, perhaps during a seasonal storm. In other words, all of the above temporary site assets must be able to function during the worst possible conditions, even when those conditions aren’t likely.

Regular buildings are designed to last for many decades. As such, they’re built to handle the threats that are coming down the line during the course of many years. Temporary structures in construction may be short-lived, but they’re also built to handle all of those threats and potential loading problems. Above and beyond such conditions, they need to be built to hold firm when transient loading effects exert their influence.

 

Terracing frames a shaped swimming pool. The water sparkles as family members’ splash. Elsewhere, water cascades down several steps before it arrives at a reflecting pool. There are classical elements and contemporary lines everywhere, but these exterior features take time to develop, unfortunately. More importantly, though, they have to be hung on an expertly engineered substructure, a foundational component that exists on paper before a single tool is ever lifted.

Gathering the Analysis Prerequisites 

Can’t a contractor just dig a hole in the garden, one that roughly matches the size and shape of the swimming pool? Frankly, that’s not a realistic approach. Consider the following facts. First of all, concrete is a heavy material. Next, the volume of water occupying that sparkly lagoon isn’t weightless. Water is heavy, especially when it collects in large volumes. With that mass in mind, the analysis process turns to the soil. Is the ground level? A levelling attachment is probably necessary, so that requirement is documented. Then there’s the location of pipes and power lines to consider. Even soil toxicity is an issue because acidic soil leaches strength from concrete.

Residential Impact 

Conversely, alkaline chemicals and powdery runoffs can escape a concrete swimming pool basin. The chemicals taint garden flowers and lay waste to the lawn. The structural design stage, still in the pre-construction phase, adds drainage channels to the foundations. Now the reinforced steel and concrete are supporting a high-capacity drainage system, plus the underwater lights and pool pump/water conditioning system that threads its way around and through the construct. The design is almost complete. Next, the ground and garden factors are weighed, the residential lines are relocated, and the pool capacity is calculated. And remember, this is all before the construction work begins. Refining the process, the reinforcing bars are graded for installation, then they’re spaced on the design blueprint. All-in-all, a number of tasks are now logistically organized, goals determined, resources decided, and existing land features handled, so now the excavators are rumbling into place, with the contractors close behind.

Layed in bricks or sprayed as shotcrete, the foundations are applied. They encase tied steel reinforcing bars, all precisely spaced according to the recorded project analysis data, and then formed into a waterproof basin. The soil is level, chemically neutral, and free of obstructions. With that solid basin in place, all of the exterior elements take shape, then the water fills the swimming pool, and that sparkling blue surface is made ready for the first swimmer of the season.

Commercial and industrial engineers cover a vast range of services. The disciplines operate in theoretical spaces, with engineering teams engaged in structural analysis projects and other academically biased services. Spreadsheet numbers and computer simulations then leave the drawing board. They’re transformed into actionable designs, which means it’s time to talk to the contractors. In point of fact, this is applied science at its finest. Come on, let’s explore the solutions.

Formulating the Solutions 

Contractors, and they’re skilled professionals, work on single construction sites, on single projects. Commercial and industrial engineering solutions go much further. The project zips beyond the site perimeter and under the site soil. It even zips back in time. The engineers are looking at past land plans, at historical stormwater flow patterns, drainage options, and countless other essential engineering concerns. For the next project, only a concept exists in the client’s mind. Now it’s up to the technical services agency to come up with a workable plan, a design that bridges the concept-to-construct barrier. So one thing’s for certain, these professionals tackle every conceivable work domain. When it comes to engineering, to technical services, limits are not an option.

Nailing Down the Services 

If industrial and commercial engineers could be pigeonholed, the label above that box would contain the word “infrastructure.” That’s what the work entails, after all, the creation and maintenance of vital infrastructural elements. If there’s a nearby highway going in, then the technical service receives a call to construct a pedestrian bridge across that roadway. The drainage for the highway, the temporary structures that support the project, the lights and sidewalks that bound the transport passage, they’re all just engineering problems awaiting a solution. In the meantime, industrial engineers are conducting a second study. This team is analyzing a nearby industrial complex. The manufacturing equipment in here is inefficient, so the job here is to recoup production losses. Back to that drawing board, the tech experts work to come up with a manufacturing equipment system that will end the losses, one that will turn the failing factory into a streamlined operation.

Taking charge of a broad number of engineering domains, the fields favoured by these professional problem solvers are truly diverse. They begin with the seeds of an infrastructural concept, grow to new theoretical heights, with engineers working on soil and ground issues, structural analysis problems, and much more besides. Then, as if these project services weren’t already enough, there are permits to procure and contractors to contact. No worries, there’s always a path forward, one that’s exposed when the right engineers are on the job.

This is a massive topic. As such, we’re obliged to clearly point out the key factors that surface when a structural engineering venture is engaged. While it’s conceded that these are mathematical values and engineering principles, it’s also true that those figures and facts refer to a tangible building project. From load factors to design mechanics, this field of study deals with very real engineering practices.

Multi-Disciplined Building Services 

Structural engineering solutions study building designs to see if they’re viable in the real world. After all, any old artist or creative type can draw up a building in no time at all. But will that hastily drawn structure stand? Probably not. Up in the structural engineer’s office, a team of trained experts are poring through the construction materials and the dimensions of the building. They analyze soil type, the foundations of the structure, and the manner in which the building is erected. In conducting this professionally accredited operation, the nominated project comes together safely, as directed by the customer’s budgetary and material demands.

Understanding the Art of Structural Engineering

This is art and science rolled into one tightly disciplined package. As said earlier in this post, there’s a great deal of engineering mathematics tying all of the structural parts together. They analyse the architecture, the outer facade of the project, and probe deeper, down into the steel and concrete frame. Loads are examined and equated to material support systems. Mechanical principles further fine tune the fundamental building elements, the steel beams and fastened beam to column joints that secure the structure. Meanwhile, back at company headquarters, further structural analysis techniques are underway.

Incorporating Structural Analysis Techniques

There are times when mathematical values aren’t simply viewed as abstract figures. In structural engineering applications, those figures represent key dimensional values, material toughness ratios, and those ever-present loading factors that dictate building stability. Going beyond this computational domain, computers are hard at work on a simulation. The analysis software models different real-world conditions. It basically creates a virtual world and populates it with finitely different versions of the partially erected structure. In this way, the engineering team can collaborate their efforts and coordinate the erection phase.

It’s worth mentioning the multidisciplinary skillset one more time. Civil engineers rely on such abundant erection resources. They join forces with fabricators and building contractors, with architects and material suppliers, all so that the project proceeds unobstructed and within budget. To put it another way, structural engineers bridge the gap between the design plans and the construction site assets, which means the assembling project will come together safely while it satisfies all physical, mechanical, and state-regulated rulings.
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